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Summary 

A Dual Mode Electric Transportation (DMET) system is under 

development in which energy is electromagnetically transferred from a 

powered roadway to moving vehicles without mechanical contact. 

Energy from the roadHay can be used for high-speed, long-range travel, 

and for replenishing energy stored in the vehicle in batteries or 

flywheels. The stored energy is then availble for short-range travel 

off the powered highway net~wrk. 

A static prototype of the inductive power coupling has been built 

and tested. Power transfer was demonstrated to conform to the models 

d~velop~d in an earlier phase of the project." The prototype 0as used 

to study the power of coupl ing mechanism and resulting design improve

ments are incorporated. Tests of properties of the coupling included 

electrical characterization of the prototype equipment, measurements of 

the magnetic force between power source and pickup, measurements of' 

coupled power versus pickup airgap and offset, measurements of magnetic 

flux in and around the prototype, and measurements of thermal effects 

induced by coupled power. The tests resulted in several design improve

ments which were incorporated into the coupling design. 

Results from" the power coupling study \'1ere used to aid in the 

design of the dynamic prototype, i n ~/hich a fifty meter powered test 

track and electric car with power pickup will be tested. 

Introduction 

There is a continuing interest in transportation systems that can 

improve on the performance of the personal internal combustion engine 

powered carin and around cities. The gro~ling social, political, and 

economic costs of petroleum-based transportation provide strong incen~" 

tives to develop electric transportation technology. T~e sharply 

increasing traffic on expressways spurs the development and installa

tion of improved public transportation on the one hand, and continued 

pressure for ex"pressway construction on the other. In light of the 
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growing resistance to expressway construction in cities, automatic 

control of traffic, yielding greater traffic densities per lane, is 

seen as .an 'alternative to the construction of more lanes. Thus, 

several forms of automatic electric transportat,ion are proposed as 

solutions to current and future p;oblems of public and private trans~ort. 

An inductive poltler coupling, investigated at the La\'Jrence Berkeley 

Laboratory under Department of Energy sponsorshi P.' has characteri,sti cs 

well-suited to many types of transportation systems,and is particu

lary suited to the development of an electric (and if desired, automati-

:cally controlled) replacement for the urban commuters' gasoline cars. 

This, inductive.coupl ing provides for .the contactless transfer of 

electric power from a source buried beneath the roadway surface to a 

pickup suspende9 beneath ~he travelling vehicle. This paper describes 

tests made nn a static prototype of this power,coupling, and the 

work ,in progress on the dynamic prototype, a fifty meter powered 

roadway and electric vehicle. The static protot~pe test results 

support the predictions of an earlier feasibility investigation,l. 

which contained preliminary designs for the powe'r co~pling, modelled 

the electrical and magnetic characteristics of that structure, and 

proposed a scheme for making substantial use of the coupli,lg., 

The feasibility investigtion considered a Dual ModeElect~ic 

Transportation (DMET) system based on a continuous roadway power source 

and electric car carryi ng a power pickup, sho\'m in figure 1. When the 

vehicle is travelling on a powered roadway, energy is available to 

propel the vehicle at high speed and to recharge the vehicle's energy 

. storage pack--batteri es or flYHheel. Stored energy is then ava il ab 1 e 

to move the car off the arterial powered roadway. Figure 2 is a 

schematic of the,road\"iay power system. It shm~s .roadside power con

ditioners driving mile-long loops on freeways, with cars receiving 

coupled power. No~ealso the powered approach ramp. A vehicle 

drivi ng on city streets on energy from its battery pack lowers. its 

pickup from the retracted position as it enters the ramp, thereby 

recelvlng pOlt/er to accelerate to freelt/ayspeeds. The provision .of 

coup1 ed power allm'/s the DMET vehicle to overcome the range and 

performance limitations of 'battery powered electric cars. 
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Roadway power source 

XBL 786-9045 

Figure 1. Inductive power coupling for electric vehicles. 
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Figure 2. Highway for. inductively coupled cars: 
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A cross-sectional vie\'J of the prototype source and pickup is shown 

in Figure 3. The coupling mechanism is similar to that in conventional 

pO\'Jer transformers. The source is installed with its upper surface 

flush with the roadway. The pickup is suspended from the car approxi

mately three centimeters above the roadw~y surface. Both the source 

~nd pi ckup are constructed of 1 ami nated transformer steel, together 

with suitable wi ndi ngs. The source conductor car!;,.i es gOO A at a 

frequency of 180 Hz. When the pickup is in the position shovm in 

Figure 1, the magnetic circuit fs completed through the air gap. 

The resulting magnetic flux links the pickup~linding, inducing current 

flovl in the pickup. Coupled voltage is controlled by varyiny the 

capacitance in the pickup circuit. The power capacity of the pickup 

is proportional to its length. Small automobiles require approximately 
\ 

20 kW to travel at 55 mph. This can be supplied by a pickup about 2 

meters in length. 

The i nsta 11 ed cost of alane-mil e of f.lowered free\IJay was est imated 

in the feasibility investigation to be $350,000 in 1976 dollars~ The 

cost of manufacturing a car with power f.lickup and control was esti

'mated to be more than a gasoline f.lowered car, but less than a car 

pov/ered only by batteri es. 

Figure 4 summarizes the projected electrical petformance of the 

road\'Jay system. Standby loss per mile is about the equivalent of one 

car dra\'ii ng full pO\Jer. Other losses increase sloVJly as the arllount of 

power coupled to vehicles increases. For a roadway serving the daily 

traffic load of a California freeway, the average daily -efficiency 

approaches 90~~. 

Testing the Static Prototype 

A static prototype of the inductive power coupling was installed 

at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Fi gure 5 shoHs the arrangement of 

the equipment in the work area. 
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Figure 3. Cross section of the prototype coupling. 
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Figure 4. Characteristics of the roadway source versus 
traffic load. 
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The power coupling prototype consisted of a length of roadway 

power source and a short power pickup. Figure 3 shows a cross 

section of this prototype, which was designed to model in fb11 scale 

a section of a coupling suitable for highway use. The source core 

was 230 cm long and the pickup core was j7 cm long. 

A pickUp suitable for a compact automobile Hou1dbe more than 

twice the length of the prototype. Because the power capacity of 

the coupling is . directly proportional to its length, it was feasible 

to employ the shorter, less expensive prototype without compro

mising the utility of the test results. Figure 6 is a schematic of 

the prototype power coupling. 

\ 

The source loop was excited by a m6tor-generator set capable of 

generati ng pO\,/er over the '150-21 0 Hz frequency range. The pi ckup \IJas 

equipped with a variable capacitor bank to control voltage induced in 

the pickup circuit. The pickup could be loaded either with a resis

tance load or a ci'rcuit to simu1 ate battery chargi ng load. The test 

facility also included an array of instrumentation for measuring 

currents, voltages, power, phase relationships, and magnetic fields. 

A number of tests of the fundamental properties of the inductive 

coupl in9 were performed at the static prototype facil ity. The test 

results were used to characterize the inductive coup1ing,to prov'ide 

information needed by designers of inductive coupled transportation 

systems, and to improve the design of the power coupling components. 

The static prototype was used to measure: 

a) Electrical Performance. Parametric values of 

the coup 1 i ng and pmIJer transfer contro 11 abil-

ity were measured. Loss measurements and a 

loss reconciliation were made. A simulated 

battery charger and motor load ~Jas appl i ed to 

the pickup circuit. Particular attention ~{as 

paid to the variation in coupling parameters 

induced by changes in lateral offset and vertica·1 

gap between the so~rce and pickup. 

I., 
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Figure 5. Arrangement of the static prototype facility. 
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Figure 6. Schematic of power coupling prototype system: 1. 

Power supply; 2. Source conductor loop; 3. Source 
cores (3); 4. Pickup core; 5. Power winding; 6. 
Reactance winding; 7. Resistive load; 8. Vehicle 
energy storage simulator. 
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b) Magnetic Field. Magnetic field profiles were 

taken for the source in both the coupled and 

uncoupled condition. Extensive measurements 

were made of the magnetic flux distribution 

in the steel cores of source and pickup, leading to 

design refinements. 

c) Magnet it Force. Measurements were made of the 

vertical attractive force and lateral c~ntering 

force bet\'/eensource and .pickup. 

d) Thermal and Acoustic Effects. Measurements 

Here made of heat; ngcaused by energy trans-
\ . 

ferred from the ~oDrcels magnetic field to nearby 

steel structures. Some acoustic effects were 

examined. 

Elect~ical Performance 

The static prototype schematic in Figure 6 sho\"/s the coupling 

apparatus and the points \"here the electrical measurement were made. 

The prototype was first used to characterize the inductive and 

resistive parameters of the coupling itself. The model is similar to 

that of a power transformer driven by a current source l ,3. Figure 7 

shm"s the equivalent circuit. Because the coupl ing Vias driven by a 

current source, the primary leakage inductance and resistance do not 
~ 

affect the coupling itself, but cause losses in the source power 

circuit. The usual open- and short-circuit measurements Here made 

to characterize this coupling. The mutual inductance Lm and the 

coupling leakage inductance Lp are measures of power transfer 

capability, while the core loss resistance Rf, and the copper loss 

resistance Rp model the circuit losses. These four parameters are 

fundamental measures of "the characteristics of the co~pling. 

Figure 8 shows the relationships of Rf, Lm, and Lp as the 

pickup is displaced laterally from the center of the source. The 

• 

(" , !.' 
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Figure 7. Equivalent circuit of the power coupling. 
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figure 8. Electrical characteristics of the coupling vs. 
pickup offset. 
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initial value of the mutual inductance Lm agrees closely with the 

prediction of the feasibility investigation. The ratio Lm/(Lm + 

Lp) gives the fraction of flux which links the source and pickup. A 

large fraction reflects good coupling) indicating full utilization of 

magnetic materials for power transfer. 'For a typical. polt/er trans

former, Lp is small, and the ratio is nearly 1.0. For the inductive 

power coupl ing at zero offset, the ratio is about 0.83. This indicates 

that the coupling design achieves the needed power tfansfer level at a 

reasonable materials cost and level ofcornplexity. As the pickup 

offset is increased, the ratio decreases. Thus, increasing pickup 

offset caused by driver steering gradually reduces the pmver available 

to the vehicle. 

\ 
Core loss is greater than copper loss in the coupling. Also, 

copper loss is independent of offset. Figure 8 shows that Rf is 

large at zero offset, indicating that loss is a small percentage of 

the transferred power. As offset increases, P-f decreases and power 

loss increases. At 14 cm. offset, Rf is reduced to the same order 

of magnitude as the illlpedance of the mutual inductance; and a signifi

cant fraction of the transferred power is dissipated in the core. 

Thus, efficiency also decreases gradually with offset. 

Figure' 9 confirms the early prediction of the relation between 

mutual inductance of the coupling and the airgap between pickup and 

source. The nominal airgap for this design is three centimeters. 

Because this is beyond the "knee" of the curve, further increases in 

gap cause only a gradual decrease in coupling. Thus, implementations 

of this power coupling It/hich require a greater nominal gap can be 

achieved without major d~sign compromises. 

Figure 10 shOltiS the relationships of the four basic parameters tu 

frequency. As expected, the inductances are constant. The copper loss 

resistance increases'\tiith frequenci'becaase'ofthe skin effect in 

the conductor. However, the core loss resistance increases with 

frequency, because eddy current and hysteresi s losses decrease for 

constant induced voltage. Thus, there isa,;f,ange in Hhichchange' in 

frequency causes small changes in efficiency~ 

.~. 
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Figure 9. Mutual inductance of the coupling vs. airgap.' 
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The choice of 180 Hz, the third harnlOnic of 60 Hz, is a con

venient value in that range. 

The design of the source and pickup cores~ the choice of the 

dri~~ frequency of the source current, and the tolerance of the 

coupling to variations in lateral offset and vertical gap of the 

pickup can all be evaluated in terms of the relations bet\iJeen Lm, 

Lp, Rp, and Rf. The values measur~d on the existing prototype 

indicate a very usefu1capabi1 ity for pm<Jer transfer. However, there 

are strong indications that further design studies could improve 

effi c i ency, reduce cost, and expand operat i Og tolerances for gap 

arid offset. 

\ 
Efficiency of the inductive power coupling in a transportation 

systelTI is-one of the most_ irnportantparameters studied on the static 

prototype. Because the pickup length and construction details of the 

prototype were not the same as that of a proposed high0ay, certain 

losses were particular to the test setup. A detailed'electrial model 

of the static prototype which accounted for all the losses in the 

system was constructed. Measurements were made of the power lost in 

each of the system elements. In each of several cases,all the input 

power was accounted for to within the accuracy of the.measuring 

instruments. Th i s confi rrns the accuracy and completeness of the 

prototype model. 

The largest loss in the prototype is in the source conductors. 

It is a higher fraction than that predicted for a hi!Jhway system, 

since conductors of small cross-section were chosen because of availabil

ity and ease of handling. Other losses v/ere core loss, cabling losses 

in both the source and pickup circuits, pickup conductor 105s, and 

capacitor losses. Figure 11 shows the overall efficiency of the 

prototype. Efficiencies range between 70 and 5b% at zero offset, 

dependi ng on induced pi ckup voltage. These fi gur.es demonstrate that 

the efficiency rnode1 of. the feasibility investigation is accurate. As 

such, they confirm the efficiency projections of about 90~~ for an 

electric high0&y system. 

(; 
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Figure 11. Prototype system efficiency vs. pickup offset. 
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Control of power floH fronl source to pickup is an important 

capability of the system. The feasibility investigtion proposed a 

vehicle pO\,/er system in which the alternating current frolll the pickup 

is rectified for charging the battery and driving a dc motor. 

Variations in the coupl ing caused by offset, gap, and load current 

must be compensated in order to rna i nta ina constant output vo Hage. 

This corilpensatlon is [)rcivided by varying capacitive loading of the 

pickup. This capacitive cornpenstion controls the output voltage by 

bringing the coupling circuit"tlo5er to resonance. 

Figure 12 is a plot of the voltage induced across a fixed load resis

tance versus capacitance in the pi ckupci rcui t. . Control of the 1 eve 1 

of coupled voltage u'ler a 2,1/2:1 range, is demonstrated., Note the 
, , 

resonance condition at 200 uf control·capacitance. 

A test was made of a coupled pickup with a load consisting of a 

battery pack (charging load) and resistor simulating a mutor load. 

The pm'fer delivered by the pickup decreased about 10%, compared to a 

purely resistive load. This resulted from the reduced conduction 

angle of the rectifiers into the constant voltage load. Capacitive 

control of delivered pO\'Ier was effective over the fu·ll range. \~ave

fOYins are gi ven in reference 2. 

Magnetic Field, 

The linking magnetic field is the mechanism of power transfer in 

this inductive power coupling. It is necessary to characterize the 

magnetic field in (jnd around the structures of thetoupling to under

stand- its perfOYillance. 

The macroscopic effects of the magnetic field are those effects 

measurable outside the structures of the source and pickup. Figure 13 

shm'ls a test fi xt ure· used- to measure the mag-net i c fi e 1 d around the 

coupling. TvlO magnetic flux probes, sensitive to horizontal and 

vertical magnetic field components respectively, \'/ere mounted at the 

end of the probe positioning rod. The probes Here SHept across the 

• 
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Figure 14. Magnetic flux density above the uncoupled source 
(left) and coupled source (right) vs. distance 
from source centerline, at various elevations. 
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source at several elevations above the source, in both the coupled and 

uncoupled condition. The field profiJes of Figures 14 \r/ere con

structed from data from these scans. 

Several facts of interest can be noted from these plots. Flux 

densities as high as 400 gauss occur only in the airgap of tile coupled 

source. Moderate flux 1~ve1s (10-60 gauss) occur on an uncoupled 
. .. ~ 

road\r/ay close fo the surface and ne'ar' the edge~ of the core sect i on. 

At distances more than a meter away from ih~ cente~ oi the'roadway, 

the flux level is about the same .9s the earth's magnetic field (1-2 

gauss). These observations indicat~··that th~ fields to Vlhich the 

public would be subjected by an inductive ~ower coupling are not 

greater than those of tradi\l:iona1power systems. Hwever, further 

study is, still required o,n the long-term, biological and environmental , .. 
effects of these to 1m'l-leve1 ac Illagneticfields. 

It is also necessary to study the microscopic effects of the 

pm'ler coup1 ing mechanism. In particular, an optimized design has an 

even flux distribution inside the steel laillinations of the source and 

pickup cores. An area of higher flux density indicates increased iron 

10$ses"v/hile a lm'ier flux density indicates under-utilization of 

materi a 1 s. To measure the fl ux, coi 1 s are \'/rapped around the 1 ami

nations of intereSt. The fiux in a given lamination can then be 

calculated from the voltage induced on the test coil, the cross

sectional area of the lamination, and the source current frequency. 

This measurement technjque indicated excessive flux levels in 

some of the outside laminations of the original design. Additional 

laminations were added to modified cores. Figure 15 shows .the flux 

concentration in the modified source cores. No .excessive flux 

concentrations exist, but the laminations closest to the conductor 

slot carry less flux than. the rest. A further design r:-efinernentusing 

fewer lamiantions near the center provided a more uniform distribution. 

. r 

\.} 
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In a high\'/ay application of this technology, the spaces between 

the laminations must be filled ~/ith a material capable of bearing 

traffic weight loads. A mixture of cement and magnetite filler was 

proposed to achieve the needed strength and improve the Dlagnetic 

properties of the coupling. Figure 15 also shows the results of 

filling the source core with loose magnetite filler. In addition to 

reducing the reluctan~e bf th~,cor~, the magnetite fill also smooths 

out the fllagnetic flux in the laminations. Further study is required 

to obtain an optimal design of sourCe core' and roadway materials. 

t~agnet i c Force 

The magnetic field nnking the source and pickup creates an 

attractive force betvleen them. This force pulls the pickup dm~nward 

toward the source. If the pickup is offset from the centerline of the 

source, a horizontal centering force is present. These forces 

are of concern because they could influence the handling dnd ride 

qual ity of the vehicle to \</hich the pickup is attached, and becduse 

they influence the structural requirements for the pickup,,$uspension. 

Measurements of the horizontal and vertical cOlllponents of the 

magnetic force Here m~de on the:sta~ic prototype~ The force is 

proportional to the square of the flux density at the pole face. For 

a given structure, flux densit~ is also pro~ortional to coupled 

voltage~ Design inlprovements to the model suggested by earl ier 

investigation were incorporated in the prototype source and pickup. 

These changes reduced the magnetic force by increasing the pole face 

a rea, the reby reduc i ng the fl ux de ns ity. 

The vertical force was less than 20 kg at full voltage. Scaling 

thi s force for a pickup 2 III long resul ts in a verti cal force of SO kg 

for a compact cal~. The horizontal lIIagnetic force measured on the 

pi ckup was 1 ess than 4 kg. Aga in, scali ng for a compact car, a 

horizontal centering force of 10 kg is expected. Forces of this 

magnitude shaul d cause 1 ittl e concern for the di rect i anal stabil ity 

and controllability of coupled vehicles. 

v 

• 
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Thermal and Acoustic Effects 

The steel structures of vehicles operating over a powered source 

provide a low reluctance path for magnetic flux. The alternating flux 

flowing in these paths causes both hysteresis and eddy current losses 

in the steel, resulting in heating. 

To evaluate the magnitude of this heating, a 22-gage (0.75 mm 

thick) steel sheet was suppbrted over the prototype source at several 

elevations. The sheet was equipped \'lith thermocouples and flux 

measurement coils. These sensors were used to determine the rate 

of temperature ri se and the magnet i c fl ux in the sheet. 

Figure 16 ~hows the variation of temperature at the centerline of 

the sheet versus the elevation above the source, after steady state 

conditions were reached. At the elevation of the floor of a typical 

automobile, i.e., about 23 cm, a stationary bare steel sheet with 

natural convective cooling on its u~per surface only reached a tempera

ture of 58 0C. It is difficult to compare this temperature rise to 

that of a formed, painted, carpeted floor pan of a car. The forced 

convective cooling on the lower side is likely to be significant. 

Further tests in which an instrumented car is driven and parked over 

an operating source are necessary. A steel sheet resting directly on 

the source reached a temperature of about 1920C. This temperature 

does not ignite ordinary materials. 

The heating of a steel fuel tank slung below a vehicle could be 

of concern if its lower surface were close to the road. A preliminary 

test was made of the effectiveness of an expanded metal magnetic 

shield in reducing the thermal input •. The position and material of 

the shield \'/ere not optimized. The temperature rise in the 0.75 mm 

steel sheet above the shield reached a maximum of 230C; without the 

shield, the temperature rise was 350 C. The test indicated that 

simple shields can be employed to advantage where local heating is of 

concern. 
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Figure 16. Temperature at the centerline ofa 0.75 [mil thick. 
steel sheet above the source vs. elevation of 
the sheet. 
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Tests were also made on a steel-belted radial tire centered over 

the source. This represents a IIworst case ll with respect to power 

dissipation in the steel belt. Temperature rise was localized to thc'e 

region of contact with the road. There the temperature rose 200 C in 

an hour. This effect is small comp~red to the heating effect of 

flexural losses in the tire. 

The prototype configuration was quite noisy. The following 

factors contributed to the noise output: 

(1) The source and pickup were initially supported 

on plywood structures that amplified vibrations. 

(2) The source laminations had no transverse 

damping. 

(3) Flux concentrations occurred near the thin 

outer edges of the pickup that increased 

magnetostriction amplitudes and consequent 

vibrations of the pickup edges. 

(4) The prototype wa s i·n sta 11 ed ina sma 11 room 

with bare \'Ia11s. 

The flux concentrations in the outer laminations of the pickup 

core \'/ere reduced, by adding laminations. This produced a large 

reduction in the vibration amplitude in the pickup core. Filling the 

source core with usual highway construction materials is expected 

to provide the damping necessary to reduce acoustic energy from the 

coupling to a very low level. 

The Dynamic Prototype 

A design for a dynamic prototype facility has been developed. 

This facility will allow testing of inductive power coupling between a 

powered roadway and an electric vehicle. The facility will include a 
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. pO\-l/ered roadway fifty meters long, an electric vehicle equipped 

\-,ith a battery and pickup, and the instrumentation and controls' 

necessary to acqui re dat~ on the system under 'dynalili c conditions. 

The test vehicle is a modified 1969 Volkswagen Type 3 chassis. 

The body and eng; ne were removed, a nd a sturdy frame and roll cage 

\Jere built around the relilaining chassis components. It is equipped 

with an 8 HP series-~ound, DC traction motor with a chopper con

troller, eight 12 volt traction batteries, a pickup suspension system, 

and space for electronic and electrical instrumentation. Particular 

attention was paid to maintaining the driving characteristics o~ 

the vehicle. 

\ 

Figure 17 is a photo of the vehicle. 

bo,x to the 1 eft of the motor. Conlfllutat i ng 

are in the box to the rigllt of the (Ilotar. 

are located on each side of the vehi~le. 

vehicle specifications. 

The chopper is located in the 

capacitors, and inductors 

The l..~w battery trays 

Table 1 lists the 

The pickup on the vehi~le will have a cross-section similar to 

that used in the static prototype. It will be twice as long, allow

ing 16 kH of· pO~/er to be coupled. Table 2 summarizes tt;e pickup's 

characteristics. Associated with the vehicle'~ reac~ante winding is 

the pi~kup's compensation capacitor bank. Provision will be made to 

allow manual and automatic switching of various capacitors across the 

~Jinding. 

The pickup, suspension "/ill-allo", the pickup to be lowered to the 

coupling position and raised for travel' off the pm/ered roadway. It 

will also compensate for action'in the vehicle's suspension under 

dynamic conditions. Provision will also be made to lock out the 

pickup suspension and thereby fix the pickup at any desired heisht 

above the roadway surface. 

l) 
\9 
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Figure 17. The dynamic prototype test vehicle. 
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Figure 18. 
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The proposed 50 meter test roadway section is ill ust rated sche

matically in Figure 18. A motor generator will produce 900A of'180 Hz 

roadway source current. The sourc~ conductor will consist Of six 

stranded aluminum conductors connected in parallel. Compensation for 

the roadway'sind,uctive1o'ad is provi!d!ed bya source capa,citor, bank 

connected in parail e1 wit~'the roadwaY' loop. 

, ' 

A cross section of a proposed roadway design is shown ,in Figure 

19. The sou'tee :cor~.~ wii, be laid in a slot formed into,a concrete 

slab. The sourCe conductor, suitably insulated" will be 1aldin place 

in the cores. The cores will then be grouted in, the slot. The ,running 

surface above the source will be ,a reinforced fabric covered by an 

aspha 1t slurry sea,l coat. 

The test program for the proposed dynamic.prototYpe will include' 

measurements of dynami c power coup1 i ng capabil ity; e 1 ectri cal and 

magnetic characterization of the prototype, with particular emphaSis 

on electromagnetic interference induced in nearby structures; and 
\' 

vehicle suspension tests. 

Table 

Vehicle Specifications 

Weight 

Motor Type 

Chopper 

Speed Range 

. 

Battery Pack, 96 volt 

Chassis 

3000 1bs. (1350 kg) 

Ba1dor Traction Motor, 

8 HP, 72V, 3200 RPM 

Sevcon Model 7800-4; 

96V @ 250A 

0-30 mph, (0-50 kph) 

Trojan Type RV27P-UT; 

12V, 95 AH; 8 each 

Volkswagen Type 3, 1969 

, ' 
\.;;/1 

,,~ 
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Table 2 

Pi ckup Specifi cat ions 

Weight 

Length 

Width 

POVier Winding 

Reactance Winding 

Volts per Turn 

Power Output Rating, 

Nominal 

I c I-.L 8," co fJe n ETa 
ll.o",'\)~~y ~6"cnOIJ WITH 

ftEf"CR..IN':O 'tJEU- l'C~ 
sc.ou 2. C.E <:QQ.e: 

270 lbs. (120 kg) 

154 cm 

65 crn 

Al umi num, 6 turns 

taps at 4 and 5 
.', . 

Aluminum, 18 turns 

18 volts 

16 kw 

COt-JDIJC.TOIlS 
OU~C.E (.ol2.e 

with 

?o2.n~tJD a:.lI\EIIIT ~rrr 1\11. 
\~ ~f..1.. ..,. ..... , ......... :: .. -.... 

S e-c:. TIC> t.I- E: 1. PE'RIN'\ENT"'f.. 1i!c,",o",,,,'/ 

1:>N\E"T" '"D~~~""I(' ?"ROiO"T,{ 'PEr 

XBL 7B12-14048 

Figure 19. 
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